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Article Body:
Have you got to give in your dissertation in the next 20 days and you haven´t started it yet?

Stuck are you...uhh? Then following strategies will allow you, for FREE, to successfully under

1. Dissertation Advisor:
˜What slow and painful death can I give to my hopeless dissertation advisor? Crucifixion is to

For the last 5 years I’ve been hearing from quite a few students that dealing with the supervi
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Are you missing your deadlines?
Are you calling off and postponing meetings numerous times?
Are you insisting on quick answers when you don’t provide them yourself?
Do you always keep altering ideas, topic, or approach?
Are you shying away from your advisor because of any of the above reasons?

If you answer is yes to any one of the above questions, then you may be a catalyst to the diso
2. A Friend Who Has Written a Dissertation Before:
Another source of dissertation help can be your friend.

If you know someone who has already w

3. Local & Online Libraries:
Libraries, whether local or online, also serve as a source of dissertation help for you. You c

All universities preserve copies of dissertations, usually in their libraries, or in the indiv

Dissertations were being done long before the internet came along. Depending too much on the i

¯ http://www.scholar.google.com: Google Scholar offers a search of scholarly literature across

¯ http://www.books.google.com: Google has digitized many books from library collections, inclu

¯ http://www.questia.com: The world’s biggest online library. Although it is a paid resource b

¯ http://www.ebscohost.com: Through this great resource you can access hundreds of libraries b

Final Thoughts:
Knowing the appropriate resources available for dissertation help will most certainly allow yo

When trying to get free dissertations online be careful about your topic and university guidel
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